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ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE'S RECOMMENDED DECISION AND ORDER
On August 16, 2015, Kenneth Sawyer (Sawyer or Charging Party) filed charge L-CA-16013 with the Illinois Labor Relations Board's Local Panel (Board), alleging that the City of
Chicago (Respondent) engaged in unfair labor practices within the meaning of Sections 10(a)(3)
and (1) of the Illinois Public Labor Relations Act (Act) 5 ILCS 315 (2014), as amended. On

September 18, 2015 Sawyer filed a second charge L-CA-16-022, which similarly alleged that the
Respondent violated Sections 10(a)(3) and (1) of the Act. The charges were investigated in
accordance with Section 11 of the Act. The Board's Executive Director consolidated the cases
and on December 9, 2015 issued a Complaint for Hearing.

A hearing was conducted on May

16, 2016 in Chicago, Illinois, at which time Sawyer presented evidence in support of the
allegations and all parties were given an opportunity to participate, to adduce relevant evidence,
to examine witnesses, to argue orally, and to file written briefs. After full consideration of the
parties' stipulations, evidence, arguments and briefs, and upon the entire record of the case, I
recommend the following:

I.

PRELIMINARY FINDINGS

The parties stipulate and I find that:
1. At all times material, the Respondent was a public employer within the meaning of
Section 3(o) of the Act.
2. At all times material, the Respondent has been a unit of local government under the
jurisdiction of the Local Panel of the Board, pursuant to Section 5(b) of the Act.
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3. At all times material, the Charging Party has been a public employee within the meaning
of Section 3(n) of the Act.

II.

ISSUES AND CONTENTIONS
There are two issues in this case. The first issue is whether the Respondent violated

Sections 10(a)(3) and (1) of the Act when foreman George Gooch allegedly refused to assign
Sawyer E-man duties, even though Sawyer allegedly had the seniority required for the
assignment.

The second issue is whether the Respondent violated Sections 10(a)(3) and (1) of

the Act when it issued Sawyer a 20-day suspension.
Sawyer filed a brief that consisted of testimony from the transcript and did not set forth
separate arguments or case law in support of his position.
The Respondent argues that it did not violate the Act when it refused to assign Sawyer Eman duties. Although the Respondent concedes that Sawyer engaged in protected activity, it
asserts that the Respondent's decisionmak.ers were unaware that Sawyer filed unfair labor
practices before the Board. In addition, the Respondent denies that its refusal to assign Sawyer
to

E-man duties constitutes an adverse action. It reasons that the changes to Sawyer's work

assignment were not materially adverse and had no impact on Sawyer's benefits. Next, the
Respondent states that Sawyer failed to demonstrate a causal connection between his protected
activity and the Respondent's decision to remove him from the E-man assignment. In support,
the Respondent observes that its decisionmak.ers had no knowledge of Sawyer's protected
activity and did not treat Sawyer differently from the way they treated other employees. In
addition, the Respondent notes that there is no proximity between the complained-of action and
Sawyer's protected activity.

Most importantly, the Respondent emphasizes that it removed

Sawyer from E-man duties for the legitimate, non-pretexual reason that he could not perform the
job.
Similarly, the Respondent argues that it did not violate the Act when it issued Sawyer a
20-day suspension. Although the Respondent concedes the suspension constitutes an adverse
action, the Respondent denies that Sawyer satisfied the other elements of his prima facie case.
The Respondent emphasizes that the Respondent's decisionmak.er, Foreman Hitz, did not know
that Sawyer had filed charges with the Board and did not otherwise demonstrate animus towards
Sawyer's protected activity.
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III.

FINDINGS OF FACT
Kenneth Sawyer is a Motor Truck Driver with the City of Chicago's Department of

Streets and Sanitation ("Department"). The International Brotherhood of Teamsters Local 700
represents the Motor Truck Drivers employed by the Department. 1

The Department is

responsible for the disposal and recycling of residential refuse, the sweeping and plowing of
streets, the timely removal of graffiti, the cleaning of vacant lots, the demolition of garages, the
efficient towing of illegally parked vehicles, the abatement of rodents, and the planting,
trimming, and removal of trees.

A foreman oversees each of the Department's sanitation lots.

Employees assigned to sanitation lots coordinate refuse pickup.
George Gooch and John Hitz are floating foremen. A floating foreman stands in when
another foreman is unavailable due to vacation or illness. The Respondent can assign a floating
foreman to any of the department's lots. They both worked with Sawyer at different times.
The Respondent assigns a lead equipment man ("E-man") and a second E-man to each
lot.

The Respondent fills the E-man assignments with the Motor Truck Drivers who have the

greatest seniority, who volunteer for the job, and who are capable of performing the assignment.
The E-man's work hours are 6:00 a.m. to 2:30 p.m .. The rules do not require employees working
the E-man assignment to come in any earlier than 6:00 a.m ..
The E-man assists the parking lot foreman, establishes a list of all city equipment present
before the start of his shift, reports equipment not in running order to dispatch, replaces such
equipment with safe and compatible equipment to complete the day's operation, moves
equipment to the maintenance department for repair and return to the original parking lot,
replaces vehicles that have stalled or broken down while on city streets or alleys, remains with
broken down vehicles while waiting for the tow struck and ensures that injuries are handled in
accordance with proper city procedure, assists motor truck drivers with minor maintenance
problems and provides Motor Truck Drivers with information concerning preventative
maintenance and proper care of the vehicle, and compiles a list of all vehicles needing repair at
the end of the day and reports those vehicles to the dispatcher for service. The E-man must also
move equipment in an orderly fashion to provide a clean and safe parking lot.
1

International Brotherhood of Teamsters Local 700 is the successor in interest to International
Brotherhood of Teamsters Local 726.
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The description of the E-man assignment further provides that the E-man will receive
training in all required computer functions and in the in proper application of accident reports,
personal injury reports, and incident reports.
The E-man position assignment does not include more pay or more overtime.

Sawyer

stated that the E-man assignment is less rigorous than the regular motor truck driver assignment
and that the E-man does nothing for most of the day.

Respondent's witness, Motor Truck

Driver and lead E-man Kenneth Swayze, denied that the E-man assignment was less rigorous
than other assignments. He stated that he works alone for the majority of the year and that he
must inspect and move up to 15 or 20 new trucks each day. That requires him to get into and out
of 20 trucks to make sure that they are working properly. If he discovers that the trucks are not
in working order, he must address the problem. However, Swayze also conceded that not every
day is the same and that on some days he does not do a lot. There is no dispute that the E-man
assignment is an assignment only the most senior motor truck drivers are eligible to perform.

In June 2014, Sawyer bid for the second E-man position. Sawyer stated that he applied
for the job because it was a "clean job." 2 The Respondent assigned Sawyer to the second E-man
position at the Northwest Sanitation Parking Lot sometime after June 2014.

Sawyer testified

that the Respondent only used him as second E-man when the Respondent needed the extra help.
There is insufficient evidence in the record concerning the frequency with which Sawyer
performed the second E-man assignment.
Swayze trained Sawyer in E-man duties. Swayze showed Sawyer how to complete and
process the paperwork, and the order in which work should be completed. He spent two or three
months training Sawyer. During the course of training, Swayze walked Sawyer through the tasks
of the position and asked Sawyer whether he needed any help.
would not follow his directions.

Swayze testified that Sawyer

Swayze trained at least four other individuals and never had a

problem training any of them.
The Respondent also sent Sawyer to a different lot location for additional training.
Sawyer testified the Respondent sent him for additional training because Swayze had "attitude"
toward him and refused to train him.

Swayze suggested that it was because Sawyer had trouble

learning.

2

None of the Respondent's witnesses disputed Sawyer's claim that the E-manjob is a clean job.
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Sawyer dates the Respondent's alleged failure to train him as of June 2014.

Sawyer

stated that he did not know how to use the fax machine and that no one taught him how to use it.3
The Respondent offers training four times a year to employees of all ranks on computer systems,
the complaint service request system, and Microsoft Word; however, Sawyer did not know about
this training.
Sawyer stated that he believed that the Respondent did not train him properly because
Foreman Ron Carter and Foreman George Gooch wanted back their former E-man and friend,
Billy R. Williams.

Sawyer stated that he believed Gooch and Carter saw him as an intruder.

Sawyer stated that Swayze and Gooch worked together to remove Sawyer from the E-man
position.
On February 26, 2015, Sawyer filed a charge with the Board in Case No. L-CA-15-046.
On March 13, 2015, Sawyer filed a charge with the Board in Case No. L-CA-15-052.
On June 5, 2015, Gooch issued Sawyer a 10-day suspension for "conduct involving job
performance or substandard work performance."

It stated, "Mr. Sawyer is not capable of

performing his E-man dut[ies] without help[.] [O]n June 4, 2015[,] he was not able to supply
[t]he trucks to drivers in a timely fashion or keep a proper record of the trucks that he had given
out so ... [t]he Northwest Sanitation Lot [h]ad [d]rivers without the proper truck. Issues not
resolved until [a]fter 07:20.
Gooch decided on the level of discipline based on Sawyer's prior disciplinary history.
Gooch testified that Sawyer assigned the wrong drivers to the trucks and failed to do the
preparation necessary for the job. Gooch further stated that such preparation by an E-man should
take place before 6:00 a.m. because at that time, truck should be ready to leave. Gooch testified
that Sawyer's failure to timely assign trucks on June 4, 2015 was a "huge problem" because the
cost to the department for operating trucks is approximately $100 per hour and the department
aims to operate efficiently. Gooch further stated that Sawyer was not capable of performing the
duties of E-man on June 4, 2015. Sawyer conceded that by the time Gooch reported that Sawyer
was not capable of doing the E-man assignment that statement was true because the Respondent
did not train him properly.

3

Sawyer also accused Gooch of holding onto his paperwork and preventing him from faxing it to
headquarters. Gooch denied that he ever interfered with Sawyer's ability to send faxes to headquarters
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Sawyer asserted that his failure to assign the correct drivers to the proper trucks was
attributable to foreman Gooch, who failed to give him a document that listed the trucks and their
proper location.

Gooch denied that he ever withheld a list of trucks and contract information

from Sawyer and that the information concerning the trucks was available in the office. Gooch
further stated that the document was unnecessary because Sawyer could have received all the
necessary information by calling fleet management, the office that handles all the department's
truck maintenance.
After this incident, a different foreman gave Sawyer a list of all the trucks and the
drivers' cell phone numbers. Sawyer stated that if he had received this list ahead of time, he
could have called the drivers while the trucks were still on the lot to inform them that the trucks
were assigned to another lot.
Sawyer also stated that his mistake could have been avoided if Gooch had reviewed
Sawyer's worksheet before the trucks left the lot. Sawyer stated that the foreman is required to
review a worksheet upon which the E-man notes which truck he assigned to which driver.
On July 28, 2015, Sawyer filed a charge with the Board in Case No. L-CA-16-005. The
charge alleged that Foreman George Gooch refused to respond to Sawyer's grievance within five
working days.
In August 2015, Charles Williams, Commissioner of the City of Chicago's Department of

Streets and Sanitation, decided to remove Sawyer from his assignment as E-man.

Williams

based his decision on a briefing he received about Sawyer's work performance from Deputy
Commissioner Ray Laureano and Deputy of Sanitation Josie Cruz. They informed Williams that
Sawyer was experiencing problems in performing his duties as E-man that and he was also being
somewhat combative and uncooperative. They noted in general terms that the Respondent had
provided Sawyer with additional training but that he still could not perform E-man duties. 4
Williams stated, "so what you're telling me is that he cannot do the function of an E-man." They
confirmed Williams's understanding.

Williams relied on Laureano and Cruz in making his

determination to remove Sawyer from his E-man duties. He noted that Laureano and Cruz
briefed him on Sawyer's overall performance of his duties and not on specifics. They informed
him that Sawyer had received additional training but still could not perform the required
functions. Williams received the impression that Cruz and Laureano were exasperated and were
4

They did not specifically describe the additional training that Sawyer had received.
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trying to find a solution to the problem of Sawyer's performance. Williams decided that the
Respondent should remove Sawyer from E-man duties to solve the problem.
Sawyer testified that he believed Gooch had removed him from E-man duties because
Sawyer stated that Gooch said, "I can appoint who I want as E-man."
Gooch replaced Sawyer with Kristner Squalls as E-man.
receives the E-man assignment.

According to Sawyer,

Gooch denied that he decides who

Gooch stated that he receives information concerning the

identity of the E-man from the Department of Streets and Sanitation Command Center.

Gooch

similarly denied that he recommended to his superiors that the Respondent should remove
Sawyer from E-man duties. 5
Williams testified that he was not aware of the charges Sawyer filed in Case Nos. L-CA15-046, L-CA-15-052, and L-CA-16-005, at the time he decided to remove Sawyer from E-man
duties and that they therefore did not factor into his decision. Labor Relation Supervisor Katrica
Scott handles labor relations matters, and Williams does not handle them personally.

Scott

sometimes brings unfair labor practice charges to Williams' s attention, but does not always brief
Williams on pending charges.
On August 30, 2015, Sawyer filed a grievance alleging that Foreman Gooch violated the
contract when he allowed someone else to perform E-man duties instead of Sawyer (Grievance
No. 0815810020). In relevant part, Sawyer stated that he believed Gooch took this action in
retaliation for the charge he filed before the Board in Case No. L-CA-16-006.
That same day, Sawyer filed a similar grievance alleging that Foreman Gooch violated
the union contract by refusing to allow Sawyer to perform his duties as E-man on August 27 and
28, 2015 (Grievance No. 0815810021). 6 In relevant part, Sawyer stated that he believed Gooch
took this action in retaliation for the charge he filed before the Board in Case No. L-CA-16-006.
On August 31, 2015, Foreman Hitz refused to sign Grievance No. 0815810021, related to
Gooch's alleged refusal to allow Sawyer to perform his duties as E-man on August 27 and 28,
2015. There is no evidence in the record that Hitz read the grievance before refusing to sign it.
On September 4, 2015, Sawyer drafted a grievance alleging that, on August 31, 2015,
Kenneth Swayze told Sawyer to "take your dam[n] hand off my desk" (Grievance No.
0815810022). Sawyer requested that the Respondent impose discipline against Kenneth Swayze.
5

Swayze similarly denied that he recommended to his superiors that they should remove Sawyer from Eman duties.
6
This is Charging Party's Exhibit 12, which was submitted again as Charging Party's Exhibit 18.
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Later that day, on September 4, 2015, Sawyer approached Foreman John Hitz in his
office.

There is no dispute that Sawyer arrived at Hitz office, as Hitz was distributing pay

checks to motor truck drivers in his office.

However, Sawyer's account of the interaction

conflicts with the accounts offered by the Respondent's witnesses, Hitz and Swayze, in almost
all other respects. I credit the accounts offered by Hitz and Swayze because they corroborate
each other and because Sawyer's own documentary evidence conflicts with his description of the
interaction in at least one key respect.
Sawyer asserts that he waited outside Hitz's office until the last person came out, walked
in and closed the door behind him. Sawyer testified that he told Hitz he had two grievances to
file against Gooch and that he wanted Hitz to sign them. According to Sawyer, Hitz read the
I

grievances and walked to another office to give them to Union Steward Desirae Shurman, who
was in the same office as Swayze. Shurman sat down next to Swayze, read the grievances out
loud, then walked back to Hitz's office to return the grievances. Hitz then made copies of the
grievances but refused to sign them on the grounds that his foreman stated he was not required to
do so. Hitz directed Sawyer to call his union and told him to leave. Sawyer further testified that
he returned to the driver's office where he asked Shurman to sign his grievance.

Sawyer then

put his hands on the desk where Swayze was sitting and Swayze stated, "get your damn hands
off my desk, boy." Sawyer asserts that he returned to Hitz's office to tell Hitz what Swayze had
said and to ask Hitz whether he would issue Swayze a suspension for his statements. Hitz said
he would not. Sawyer left.

Sawyer denied that he told Hitz to "do your damn job" when Hitz

refused to sign his grievances.
By contrast, Hitz testified that Sawyer walked into his office while he was passing out
pay checks to the other drivers and handed him a grievance. Hitz informed Sawyer that he does
not sign grievances, but he made a copy of the grievance for himself and gave Sawyer the
original. Sawyer did not leave and Hitz asked him, "what, what else." When Sawyer did not
respond, Hitz said, "I don't have time for this right now." Sawyer stood in the doorway and told
Hitz in front of approximately six employees to "do your damn job." Hitz noted that his office
door was open at the time of the incident. He further denied handing Sawyer's grievance to
Union Steward Shurman and stated that the incident with Swayze occurred on a different date.
Swayze, who occupies the office next to Hitz, confirmed Ritz's account.

Swayze

testified that he is familiar with Sawyer's voice and overheard Sawyer tell Hitz, "do your damn
8

job." Swayze stated that he did not hear every part of the conversation, but that he heard the last
statement by Sawyer because it was louder than the rest.

Swayze's and Hitz's offices are

separated by only a door jam, and Swayze testified that Hitz's office door was open at the time

of the incident. The offices also share a window so that the foreman can easily communicate
with the E-man, but that window was closed on the date of the incident.
I credit Hitz and Swayze's account of events of September 4, 2015 in light of the
discrepancies between Sawyer's testimony and the documentary evidence he provided. The
documentary evidence refutes Sawyer's claims that on September 4, 2015 he presented Hitz with
a grievance concerning Gooch, that he presented Hitz with two separate grievances, and that the
incident with Swayze occurred on the same date. There is only one grievance in the record that
indicates Hitz refused to sign it on September 4, 2015 (Grievance No. 0815810022) and that
grievance relates solely to Swayze, not Gooch. Furthermore, although Sawyer asserts that Union
Steward Shurman signed the grievances following Hitz's refusal to sign, the only grievance that
Shurman signed on September 4, 2015 was that same grievance Sawyer filed against Swayze.
Finally, the contents of that very grievance demonstrate that the incident with Swayze, in which
Swayze told Sawyer to get his hands of his desk, occurred five days earlier and not on September
4, 2015 as Sawyer claims. Thus, Sawyer's account of the September 4, 2015 lacks credibility.
Hitz drafted a written notice of suspension against Sawyer for insubordinate action
following this incident. The notice stated that Sawyer would receive a 20-day suspension for his
statement to Hitz, in front of other employees, that Hitz should "do [his] damn job." Hitz
testified that he based the level of discipline on the prior discipline that Sawyer had received.
These included three disciplinary actions for insubordination, including two suspensions of five
and eighteen days each. 7 Prior disciplinary action against Sawyer also included a 10-day
suspension for poor job performance. 8
Hitz asked Gooch to sign the document and present it to Sawyer because Hitz was a
floating foreman, and was scheduled to work at a different lot the following week. Hitz testified
that Gooch was not involved in Hitz's decision to issue Sawyer a 20-day suspension. Gooch
confirmed that he merely signed and issued the notice to Sawyer because Foreman Hitz was
absent.

Gooch stated that he did not have any input into whether Sawyer should receive

7

The record indicates that the Respondent later reduced the length of each of these suspensions to one
day and two days, respectively.
8
The Respondent did not reduce the length of this suspension.
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discipline in the first instance or how much discipline Sawyer should receive.

It is a common

occurrence for one foreman to sign and present to an employee a disciplinary notice issued by
another foreman.
Hitz testified that he was unaware at the time he issued Sawyer the 20-day suspension
that Sawyer had filed charges in in Case Nos. L-CA-15-046, L-CA-15-052, and L-CA-16-005
before the Board. There is no indication that Sawyer served Hitz with any of the charges.
Although Sawyer mentioned the charge in Case No. L-CA-16-005 in a grievance that he asked
Hitz to sign on August 31, 2015, there is no indication from the record that Hitz read the
grievance before he refused to sign it.

Although Hitz read a different grievance that he then

subsequently refused to sign, there is insufficient evidence in the record that Hitz refused to sign
every grievance he received based on their particular content. Indeed, Sawyer claims that Hitz
told him that it was not his job to sign grievances at all.
Sawyer asserts that Motor Truck Driver Squalls repeatedly cursed at him and called him a
derogatory, racist name in the presence of other employees, but that none of the foremen
disciplined him for it. 9
On December 11, 2015, the Respondent held the predisciplinary hearing. Scott, Union
Representative Joe Belli, George Gooch, Assistant Division Superintendent Patrick Barnes, and
Sawyer attended the hearing. 10

At the conclusion of the hearing, the Respondent reduced

Sawyer's 20-day suspension to a five-day suspension. Scott explained that she reduced the 20day suspension because the level of discipline imposed was based on prior discipline, which
included poor work performance. In modifying the discipline, she considered only Sawyer's
prior discipline imposed for insubordination, at issue here.

9

Sawyer noted that he filed a violence against the workplace charge against his coworkers for this
conduct. Those charges are under investigation by the EEO division of the Respondent's Department of
Human Resources.
10
Hitz was not present at the hearing, and Sawyer noted that he was granted the opportunity to confront
his accusers in the prior two pre-disciplinary hearings that stemmed from his previous instances of
insubordination. Willaims testified that Sawyer had the right to have a hearing with his accuser present,
but Scott testified the Respondent is not required to produce every witness to the misconduct if there is
otherwise sufficient evidence upon which to proceed on the hearing. I weigh Scott's testimony more
heavily on this issue, to the extent that it is relevant because Williams conceded that he is not responsible
for labor relations procedures within the department.
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Sometime after December 11, 2015, Sawyer appealed the five-day suspension.

On

January 20, 2016, Commission Charles Williams conducted an appeal hearing and upheld the
five-day suspension.
Swayze testified that he was unaware that Sawyer had ever filed charges before the
Board. Gooch testified that he was unaware, at any time prior to preparation for the hearing in
this matter, that Sawyer had filed charges in Case Nos. L-CA-15-046, L-CA-15-052, and L-CA16-005.

Notably, Gooch is not responsible for responding to or investigating unfair labor

practice charges filed against the Respondent.

IV.

DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
The Respondent did not retaliate against Sawyer in violation of Sections 10(a)(3) and (1)

of the Act when it refused to assign Sawyer to E-man duties and issued Sawyer a 20-day
suspension.
Section 10(a)(3) provides that "it shall be an unfair labor practice for an employer or its
agents to discharge or otherwise discriminate against a public employee because he has signed or
filed an affidavit, petition or charge, or provided any information or testimony under this Act." 5
ILCS 315 (2012). The same analysis applied to a Section 10(a)(2) allegation applies to a Section
10(a)(3) allegation, except that the Charging Party must demonstrate that he engaged in the
particular protected activity described in Section 10(a)(3) of the Act. Vill. of Ford Heights, 26
PERI<][ 145 (IL LRB-SP 2010) (citing City of Burbank v. Ill. State Labor Rel. Bd., 128 Ill. 2d
335, 345 (1989) and applying the court's 10(a)(2) analysis to 10(a)(3)); Sheriff of Jackson Cnty.,
14 PERI<][ 2009 (IL SLRB 1998); Cook Cnty. Sheriff and Sheriff of Cook Cnty., 6 PERI<][ 3019
(IL LLRB 1990).
To establish a prima facie case that the employer violated Section 10(a)(2) of the Act, the
charging party must prove by a preponderance of the evidence that: 1) the employee engaged in
union activity, 2) the employer was aware of that activity, and 3) the employer took adverse
action against the employee in whole or in part because of union animus or that it was motivated
by the employee's protected activity. City of Burbank, 128 Ill. 2d at 345. The charging party
may demonstrate the employer's animus through circumstantial or direct evidence including
expressions of hostility toward union activity, together with knowledge of the employee's union
activities; timing; disparate treatment or targeting of union supporters; inconsistencies in the
11

reasons offered by the employer for the adverse action; and shifting explanations for the adverse
action. Id.
Once the charging party establishes a prima facie case, the employer can avoid a finding
that it violated the Act by demonstrating that it would have taken the adverse action for a
legitimate business reason, notwithstanding the employer's union animus. Id. Merely proffering
a legitimate business reason for the adverse employment action does not end the inquiry, as it
must be determined whether the proffered reason is bona fide or pretextual. Id. If the proffered
reasons are merely litigation figments or were not in fact relied upon, then the employer's
reasons are pretextual and the inquiry ends. Id. However, when legitimate reasons for the
adverse employment action are advanced, and are found to be relied upon at least in part, then
the case may be characterized as a "dual motive" case, and the employer must establish, by a
preponderance of the evidence, that it would have taken the action notwithstanding the
employee's union activity. Id.

1. Refusal to Assign Sawyer to E-Man Duties

Sawyer has failed to demonstrate that the Respondent retaliated against him in violation
of Section 10(a)(3) and ( 1) of the Act when it refused to assign Sawyer to E-man duties. There is
insufficient evidence that the Respondent knew of Sawyer's protected activity when it refused to
assign Sawyer to E-man duties, and there is likewise insufficient evidence that the Respondent
made its decision because of animus towards Sawyer's protected activity.
Sawyer engaged in protected activity when he filed charges with the Board on February
26, 2015 (L-CA-15-046), March 13, 2015 (L-CA-51-052), and July 28, 2015 (L-CA-16-005). 5
ILCS 315/10(a)(3); Cnty. of Cook and Sheriff of Cook Cnty., 31 PERI')[ 171 (IL LRB-LP 2015)
affd by unpub. ord. no. 1-15-1258 2016 WL 1381917 (1st Dist. 2016)(filing charges with the
Board constitutes protected activity under Section 10(a)(3) of the Act).
However, there is insufficient evidence that the Respondent's decision-maker,
Commissioner Williams, knew of Sawyer's protected activity when he made the decision to
remove Sawyer from E-man duties, in August 2015.

Knowledge of an employee's protected

activity must be specifically imputed to an appropriate agent of the employer who is in some
manner responsible for the adverse employment action. Cnty. of Cook and Sheriff of Cook
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Cnty., 31 PERI <j[ 171; Macon Cnty. Bd. and Macon Cnty. Highway Dep't, 4 PERI <J[ 2018

(citing Cnty. of Menard, 3 PERI lj[ 2058 (IL SLRB 1987)).
As a preliminary matter, the preponderance of the evidence demonstrates that Williams
decided to remove Sawyer from E-man duties and not Gooch, as Sawyer claims.

Williams

asserted that the decision to remove Sawyer from E-man duties was his alone. Although Sawyer
claims that Gooch told him he had authority to select the E-man, Gooch denied that he had such
authority and asserted that he received notification of the assigned E-man from the Command
Center. Thus the weight of the testimony indicates that Williams decided to remove Sawyer
from E-man duties and not Gooch, as Sawyer claims.
In tum, decision-maker Williams denied that he knew, in August 2015, that Sawyer had
filed any charges before the Board, and there is no basis on which to question this testimony.
Williams does not personally handle labor relations matters.

Although Labor Relations

Supervisor Scott sometimes briefs him on pending unfair labor practice charges, there is
insufficient evidence in the record to suggest that Scott briefed Williams on Sawyer's charges.
Contrary to Sawyer's suggestion, Gooch's purported knowledge of Sawyer's protected
activity is iiTelevant to this case because there is insufficient evidence that Gooch played any
direct part in Williams's decision to remove Sawyer from E-man duties. There is no indication
that he recommended such action. Indeed, Williams asserted that it was his own idea to remove
Sawyer from E-man duties and denied that he based his decision on any recommendation. Nor is
there evidence that Gooch brought Sawyer's poor perfonnance to Williams's attention. Rather,
Deputy Commissioner Laureano and Deputy of Sanitation Cruz raised the issue of Sawyer's
performance with Williams. Admittedly, Gooch did issue Sawyer discipline for poor
performance.

However, Williams did not review that disciplinary action before removing

Sawyer from E-man duties and instead relied solely on statements from Cruz and Laureano.
Furthermore, there is also insufficient evidence that Commissioner Laureano and Deputy of
Sanitation Cruz relied solely upon Gooch's disciplinary action in bringing the matter before
Williams. Macon Cnty. Bd. and Macon Cnty. Highway Dep't, 4 PERI err 2018 (knowledge of
respondent's agents not imputed to decisionmaker where they agents did not have input into
adverse action or serve a conduit of information to decisionmaker).
Even if the Board determines that Gooch played some part in the Respondent's decision
to remove Sawyer from E-ma11 duties, there is insufficient evidence to support a finding that
13

Gooch knew of Sawyer's protected activity when the Respondent took the action in question.
Gooch denied that he knew, at any time prior to preparation for hearing in this case, that Sawyer
filed unfair labor practices charges with the Board, and there is no reason to question the veracity
of this testimony. Gooch was not responsible for receiving unfair labor practice charges on the
Respondent's behalf and there is no indication Sawyer told Gooch about the pending charges.
Although Sawyer mentioned an unfair labor practice charge in a grievance he handed to Hitz,
there is no indication that Gooch would have been aware of the contents of Sawyer's grievance.
The remaining elements of Sawyer's prima facie case are addressed below even though
the findings above, standing alone, would preclude a determination that the Respondent violated
the Act when it removed Sawyer from E-man duties. Vill. of Stickney, 31 PERI<][ 77 (IL LRBSP 2014)(absence of evidence that decision-maker knew of protected activity at time of adverse
action precludes finding of unlawful motive).
The Respondent took an adverse employment action against Sawyer when it removed
him from E-man duties.

An action does not need to have an adverse tangible result or adverse

financial consequences to constitute adverse employment action sufficient to satisfy the third
prong of the 10(a)(2)-type analysis. City of Chicago v. Illinois Local Labor Rel. Bd., 182 Ill.
App. 3d 588, 594-95 (1st Dist. 1988); Chicago Transit Auth., 30 PERI<][ 9 (IL LRB-SP 2013);
City of Lake Forest, 29 PERI<][ 52 (IL LRB-SP 2012); Circuit Court of Winnebago, 17 PERI<][
2038 (IL LRB-SP 2001) (absence of negative financial consequences resulting from charging
party's transfer did not defeat her Section 10(a)(2) claim). Nevertheless, while the definition of
an adverse employment action is generous, the Charging Party must show either some qualitative
change in terms or conditions of employment or some sort of real harm. City of Lake Forest, 29
PERI <][ 52; Dep'ts of Cent. Mgmt. Serv. and Agriculture, 6 PERI <][ 2012 (IL SLRB
1990) (refusal to recall employee constitutes an adverse action).
There is sufficient evidence to support Sawyer's claim that the E-man assignment was an
objectively desirable assignment and that the Respondent's removal of him from that assignment
was therefore adverse. The Respondent offered the E-man assignment only to the most senior
employees, and there is no dispute that the assignment was comparatively "clean." Neither party
introduced extensive evidence concerning the regular duties of motor truck drivers, ie, those
drivers not assigned to E-man duties. However, the evidence strongly suggests that they are
primarily responsible driving garbage trucks around the city and helping collect refuse, which is
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indisputably a dirty job.

By contrast, the E-man job is necessarily a cleaner job, as Sawyer

testified, because it has significant clerical/office work functions. Although the E-man must
sometimes move trucks from one sanitation lot to another, it is reasonable to infer that this
movement occurs only after the trucks have deposited their refuse because drivers come to pick
up the trucks from the lots before their start their refuse collecting responsibilities.
Illinois. Dep't of Central Mgmt Serv. (Dep't of Employment Security), 11 PERl

~I

State of
2022 (IL

SLRB 1995) (examples of adverse employment action include discharge, discipline, assignment
to more onerous duties, or working conditions, layoff, reduction in pay, hours or benefits,
imposition of new working conditions or denial of advancement); Laminates Unlimited, Inc.,
292 NLRB 595 (1989) (involuntary transfer to more arduous and onerous job was adverse).
Nevertheless, Sawyer failed to demonstrate that the Respondent removed him from Eman duties because of animus towards his protected activity.

Sawyer provided no direct

evidence of animus and the only circumstantial evidence of animus is suspicious timing, which is
insufficient to demonstrate unlawful motive, standing alone. First, Sawyer offered no statements
by Respondent's agents or documentary evidence to show the Respondent removed Sawyer from
E-man duties because he filed charges with the Board.
Second, Sawyer offered no evidence that the Respondent treated other employees
assigned to E-man duties more favorably than it treated him. There is no evidence that the
Respondent allowed other employees to stay in the E-man assignment when they could not
satisfactorily perform its functions. Similarly, there is insufficient evidence that other employees
received different or better training in the E-man assignment than that provided to Sawyer.
Swayze testified that he trained Sawyer in E-man duties.

Although Sawyer denied that he

received proper training from Swayze, Sawyer also received supplemental training at a different
sanitation lot, away from the employees he claims disliked him.
There is also insufficient evidence that the allegedly poor quality of training provided by
the Respondent to Sawyer in the E-man assignment constitutes a suspicious circumstance that
warrants an inference that the Respondent harbored animus towards Sawyer's protected activity.
Even assuming, arguendo, that the Respondent failed to properly train Sawyer in the E-man
assignment's duties, such failure to train does not indicate animus where the deficiencies in
training indisputably began in 2014, before Sawyer filed his first charge. Cnty. of Cook and
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Sheriff of Cook Cnty., 31 PERI <JI 171 (no suspicious timing where protected conduct occurred
after alleged retaliatory activity).
Similarly, Sawyer did not demonstrate that the Respondent's proffered reasons for the
adverse action were shifting or pretextual. Indeed, the Respondent consistently offered the same
rationale for removing Sawyer from E-man duties-Sawyer could not satisfactorily perform
them. Sawyer's own testimony lends weight to the legitimacy of the Respondent's explanation.
Sawyer admitted that by the time the Respondent removed him from E-man duties, he could not
in fact perform E-man duties to the Respondent's satisfaction, and Sawyer conceded that he was
unable to perform the tasks assigned. 11
The only evidence supporting Sawyer's claim of unlawful motive is suspicious timing,
but timing alone is insufficient to prove a violation of the Act.

Admittedly, the Respondent

removed Sawyer from E-man duties sometime in August, close to July 28, 2015, the date on
which he filed his third charge against the Respondent in Case No. L-CA-16-005.

However,

such evidence alone docs not raise the inference that the Respondent acted with an unlawful
motive. Pace Suburban Bus Div. v. Ill. State lab. Rel. Bd., State Panel, 406 Ill. App. 3d 484, 498
(1st Dist. 2010)(suspicious timing alone is not enough to satisfy prima fade burden); Cnty. of
DuPage and DuPage County Sheriff, 31PERI<JI112 (IL LRB-SP 2014); City of Chicago (Dep't
of Streets & Sanitation), 6 PERI<J[ 3020 (IL LLRB 1990).
Thus, Sawyer has failed to satisfy his prima facie burden to show that the Respondent
removed him from E-man duties in retaliation for the charges he filed with the Board.

2. 20-Day Suspension
Sawyer failed to demonstrate that the Respondent retaliated against him in violation of
Sections 10(a)(3) and (1) of the Act when it issued him a 20-day suspension because Sawyer did
not establish a causal nexus between his protected activity and the Respondent's decision to
suspend him.
As noted above, Sawyer engaged in protected activity by filing charges before the Board.

11

Sawyer suggests that he was entitled to perform E-man duties, regardless of ability to perform its
required tasks, but I do not credit this testimony because it defies logic on its face and is directly
contradicted by Labor Relations Supervisor Scott's testimony.
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However, there is insufficient evidence to support a finding that the Respondent's
decisionmaker, Foreman Hitz, knew of Sawyer's protected activity when he issued Sawyer the
20-day suspension. Hitz testified that he was unaware at the time he issued Sawyer the 20-day
suspension that Sawyer had filed charges with the Board, and there is no basis on which to
disregard that testimony. There is no indication that Sawyer served Hitz with any of the charges.
In addition, although Sawyer mentioned one of his charges in a grievance that he asked Hitz to

sign on August 31, 2015, there is no indication from the record that Hitz read the grievance
before refusing to sign it. Hitz admittedly read a different grievance that he then subsequently
refused to sign, but there is insufficient evidence in the record that Hitz read every grievance that
he refused to sign. Thus, the preponderance of the evidence indicates that Hitz did not know of
Sawyer's protected activity when he issued Sawyer the 20-day suspension.

Cnty. of Cook and

Sheriff of Cook Cnty., 31 PERI 1171 (reference to unfair labor practice charge in grievance did
not prove respondent's knowledge of it where respondent's agent did not receive or hear the
grievance).
The remaining elements of Sawyer's prima facie case are addressed below even though
the findings above, standing alone, would preclude a determination that the Respondent violated
the Act when it issued Sawyer the suspension. Vill. of Stickney, 31 PERI 177.
There is no dispute that Sawyer suffered an adverse employment action when the
Respondent issued him a suspension. State of Ill., Dep't of Central Mgmt Serv. (Dep't of
Employment Security), 11 PERI

<J[

2022 (imposition of discipline is an adverse action). The

Respondent's reduction of the suspension from 20 day to five days does not change this finding.
Cnty. of Cook and Sheriff of Cook Cnty., 31PERI1171 (IL LRB-LP 2015)(finding suspension
to be adverse even where it was not served when documentation of suspension remained in
charging party's personnel file).
Next, Sawyer failed to demonstrate that the Respondent suspended him because of
animus towards his protected activity. Sawyer provided no direct evidence of animus and the
only circumstantial evidence of unlawful motive is suspicious timing, which is insufficient to
demonstrate animus, standing alone.
Contrary to Sawyer's contention, there is no evidence of disparate treatment. Sawyer
suggests that the Respondent declined to discipline employees who swore at him; however, such
conduct is qualitatively different from the conduct for which the Respondent disciplined Sawyer.
17

Sawyer directed his swearing at his supervisors, in the earshot of other employees. By contrast,
the individuals who allegedly swore at Sawyer were his coworkers, not his subordinates.
In addition, Sawyer has offered no evidence to suggest that the Respondent provided
shifting reasons for the suspension. Indeed, the Respondent consistently stated that it disciplined
Sawyer because he told his superior to "do [his] damn job."
Similarly, Sawyer has offered insufficient evidence to suggest that the Respondent's
stated reason for the suspension was pretextual. Rather, the preponderance of the evidence
demonstrates that Sawyer did in fact engage in the conduct for which the Respondent suspended
him. Where a disputed disciplinary action appears to have been taken on arbitrary, implausible
or unreasonable grounds, an administrative agency may properly infer that the stated rationale
was not in fact the reason for the discipline and that the actual motivation was the employee's
involvement in protected activities. State of Ill., Secretary of State, 31 PERI

1 7 (IL LRB-SP

2014)(finding basis for discipline non-pretextual where it was issued on plausible grounds);
Cnty. of Rock Island and Sheriff of Rock Island Cnty., 14 PERI 1 2029 (IL SRLB 1998)
aff' d Grchan v. Ill. State Labor Rel. Bd., 315 Ill. App. 3d 459 (3rd Dist. 2000); Cnty. of DeKalb
and DeKalb Cnty. State's Attorney, 6PERI12053 (IL SLRB 1990), affd by unpub. order No.
2-90-1309 (Ill. App. Ct., 2d Dist. 1991). However, it is not the function of the Board or its
administrative law judges to substitute the agency's judgment for that of the employer in the
discipline of public employees. Id.
Here, Respondent's agent, Foreman Hitz, plausibly claimed that he issued Sawyer the
suspension for insubordinate behavior, following Sawyer's statement that Hitz should "do [his]
damn job." Hitz's assertion is supported by the testimony of Swayze, who overhead Sawyer's
statement. Moreover, Sawyer's denial of this statement is incredible because Sawyer's account
of the event conflicts with the documentary evidence in some material respects. See RDO p. 9.
Finally, Hitz reasonably justified the severity of the suspension on the grounds that Sawyer had
engaged in three prior acts of similar misconduct, and had a disciplinary record that included one
written warning and three other suspensions.
The only evidence supporting Sawyer's claim of unlawful motive is suspicious timing,
but timing alone is insufficient to prove a violation of the Act.

Admittedly, Hitz issued Sawyer

the suspension on September 4, 2015, just over a month after Sawyer filed his third charge
against the Respondent in Case No. L-CA-16-005. However, such proximity in time between
18

the adverse action and Sawyer's protected activity does not alone raise the inference that the
Respondent acted with an unlawful motive. Pace Suburban Bus Div. v. Ill. State lab. Rel. Bd.,
State Panel, 406 Ill. App. 3d at 498; City of Chicago (Dep't of Streets & Sanitation), 6

PERI~[

3020.
Thus, Sawyer failed to prove that the Respondent violated Sections 10(a)(3) and (1) of
the Act when it issued him a 20-day suspension.

V.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1. The Respondent did not violate Sections 10(a)(3) and (1) of the Act when it
removed Sawyer from E-man duties.
2. The Respondent did not violate Sections 10(a)(3) and (1) of the Act when it
issued Sawyer a 20-day suspension.

VI.

RECOMMENDED ORDER
The consolidated cases are dismissed.

VII.

EXCEPTIONS
Pursuant to Section 1200.135 of the Board's Rules, parties may file exceptions to the

Administrative Law Judge's Recommended Decision and Order and briefs in support of those
exceptions no later than 30 days after service of this Recommendation.

Parties may file

responses to exceptions and briefs in support of the responses no later than 15 days after service
of the exceptions.

In such responses, parties that have not previously filed exceptions may

include cross-exceptions to any portion of the Administrative Law Judge's Recommendation.
Within 7 days from the filing of cross-exceptions, parties may file cross-responses to the crossexceptions. Exceptions, responses, cross-exceptions and cross responses must be filed with the
General Counsel of the Illinois Labor Relations Board, to either the Board's Chicago office at
160 North LaSalle Street, Suite S-400, Chicago, Illinois 60601-3103, or to the Board's
designated email address for electronic filings, at ILRB.Filing@Illinois.gov. All filing must be
served on all other parties. Exceptions, responses, cross-exceptions and cross-responses will not
be accepted at the Board's Springfield office. The exceptions and/or cross-exceptions sent to the
Board must contain a statement of listing the other parties to the case and verifying that the
exceptions and/or cross-exceptions have been provided to them. The exceptions and/or cross19

exceptions will not be considered without this statement. If no exceptions have been filed within
the 30 day period, the parties will be deemed to have waived their exceptions.

Issued at Chicago, Illinois this 28th day of December, 2016

STATE OF ILLINOIS
ILLINOIS LABOR RELATIONS BOARD
LOCAL PANEL

ISi AHH4 71~-tJat
Anna Hamburg-Gal
Administrative Law Judge
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